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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  
 

[Posted: July 1, 2021—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are mixed this morning.  In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.5% from its prior close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 

closed down 0.4%.  Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite down 0.1% from 

its prior close and the Shenzhen Composite down 1.0%.  U.S. equity index futures are signaling a 

flat to higher open.   
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

• Weekly Geopolitical Report (6/28/2021): The Mid-Year Geopolitical Outlook 

• Weekly Energy Update (7/1/2021): Oil inventories continue to decline, and Libya may 

have a peace deal. 

• Asset Allocation Q2 2021 Rebalance Presentation (5/20/2021): video discussion of our 

asset allocation process, portfolio changes in Q2, and the macro environment 

• Asset Allocation Weekly (6/25/2021) (with associated podcast and chart book): We look 

at the Flow of Funds data from the Federal Reserve for insights on the economy and 

financial system. 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (4/30/2021): “The U.S.-China Balance of Power: Part II” 

 

Good morning and welcome to the third quarter!  We are now in the second half of 2021.  U.S. 

equity futures are mostly marking time this morning, but commodities are starting the second 

half on a tear.  Tomorrow, we get the June employment data and, as a reminder, the Daily 

Comment will take Monday off; we will be back on Tuesday, July 6.  Our coverage today begins 

with the current heatwave in the Northwest, along with other temperature anomalies.  Economics 

and policy, China news, the international roundup, and pandemic updates fill out the rest of 

today’s comments. 

 

Heatwave: More than 130 Canadians in the Vancouver area have perished in the unusual heat.  

Lytton, BC temps hit a record high of 121.3o on Tuesday.  The high temps aren’t just limited to 

British Columbia; southern Manitoba recorded 14 record highs this week.  The hot weather is 

triggering wildfires in Canada.  In the U.S., 76 fatalities related to the heatwave have been 

reported in Oregon and Washington State.  One of the problems with these sorts of events is that 

infrastructure wasn’t built for these temperatures.  For example, the Portland light rail system 

had to close due to power cables “frying” in the heat.  Because the region is historically 

temperate, air conditioning is installed less often. 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Bill O’Grady, Thomas Wash, and 

Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_6_28_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_july_01_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/quarterly-rebalance-presentation/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/AAW_June_25_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/asset-allocation-weekly-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/asset-allocation-weekly-chart-book/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/confluence-of-ideas/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/global-stock-markets-dow-update-07-01-21-11625125204?st=r2858jce9lcty1i&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57654133?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=9a4975e0aa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_07_01_05_58&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-9a4975e0aa-134308033
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-57654133?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=9a4975e0aa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_07_01_05_58&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-9a4975e0aa-134308033
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/hot-weather-breaks-records-1.6054926
https://www.npr.org/2021/07/01/1012061776/the-deadly-heat-wave-is-triggering-dozens-of-wildfires-in-western-canada
https://www.wsj.com/articles/heat-wave-in-northwest-peaks-but-temperatures-still-hot-11625066552?st=r5juog54ta85whi&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://twitter.com/PDXStreetcar/status/1409287314870837253?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1409287314870837253%7Ctwgr%5E%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fworld-us-canada-57654133
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As demand soars for fans and room air conditioners, prices have been rising and scammers are 

out in force.  Interestingly enough, we are also seeing soaring temperatures in Siberia with 

reports of 118o. 

 

One of the features of climate change appears to be that normal cycles become amplified.  

Heatwaves become hotter, cold snaps colder.  Building codes are usually written using 

temperature ranges that reflect history.  As a result, when cycles become amplified, infrastructure 

isn’t built for the extremes.  The cold temperatures in Texas last winter caused mayhem mostly 

because, under normal conditions, winterizing doesn’t make much sense, no more so than buying 

an air conditioner in Seattle.  However, cities will need to rethink their building codes as unusual 

events become more “usual” and that will lift costs.   

 

Economics and policy: There are rising expectations of tighter monetary policy, costs continue 

to rise, and regulators push back against decentralized finance.     

• We continue to monitor the rising sentiment for tighter monetary policy.  A recent survey 

of economists suggests at least two rate increases over the next 30 months.  Interestingly 

enough, we are seeing a steady decline in longer-duration yields, which would suggest a 

growth slowdown and less concern about inflation.   

• Reports of rising wages, signing bonuses, and other hiring incentives are continuing.  

Although these increases raise fears of inflation, it is also possible that margins and future 

earnings will come under pressure as well.   

• Amazon (AMZN, USD, 3457.05) has been demanding equity, often at a deep discount, 

from firms that use its platform to sell merchandise.  This news will add to antitrust 

scrutiny of the firm.  We also note the company has asked that the new FTC Chair recuse 

herself from investigations of Amazon due to academic papers she has written. 

https://www.thedailybeast.com/price-gougers-ripping-off-pacific-northwest-heatwave-victims
https://www.thedailybeast.com/price-gougers-ripping-off-pacific-northwest-heatwave-victims
https://www.cnet.com/news/tyrannosaurs-not-only-roamed-the-freezing-dark-arctic-they-thrived-there/?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=9a4975e0aa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_07_01_05_58&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-9a4975e0aa-134308033
https://www.nbcnews.com/science/environment/heat-wave-west-coast-hints-climate-change-scientists-say-rcna1297?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=9a4975e0aa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_07_01_05_58&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-9a4975e0aa-134308033
https://www.ft.com/content/de778e1b-3876-4999-942e-186c2a692a1a?emailId=60dd44519efe5500041259ab&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/de778e1b-3876-4999-942e-186c2a692a1a?emailId=60dd44519efe5500041259ab&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.wsj.com/articles/treasury-yields-signal-investors-waning-economic-exuberance-11625024471?st=x265cl5ybku00np&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/for-many-jobs-signing-bonuses-of-1-000and-upare-the-new-norm-11625131800?st=qfkgq7n9imf35b2&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-demands-one-more-thing-from-some-vendors-a-piece-of-their-company-11624968099?st=vmyn5w253q9d7zj&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-seeks-recusal-of-ftc-chairwoman-lina-khan-in-antitrust-investigations-of-company-11625067962?st=g4yhtf9m5lcup8x&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/943450a4-dbdc-48aa-a160-a86c3692c734
https://www.ft.com/content/943450a4-dbdc-48aa-a160-a86c3692c734
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• The lack of shipping capacity coupled with strong demand is sending shipping costs 

soaring.  This is the time of year when retailers begin ordering for the winter holidays, 

meaning that either prices will remain elevated or margins will be under pressure.  There 

are indications that shipping firms are ordering new vessels, which means that we will 

likely see shipping costs normalize in a couple of years.  But that won’t help contain 

price levels in the near term.   

• Ford (F, USD, 14.86) announced it would idle or reduce output in several plants this 

summer due to the lack of semiconductor chips.   

• One factor we are watching is the rapid rise of non-defense capital goods orders.  This lift 

should increase productive capacity and eventually help alleviate the current supply 

bottlenecks.   
 

 
 

• The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has finalized rules for foreclosures which are 

less onerous to mortgage creditors.  Before foreclosure, the account must be delinquent 

for 120 days.  The borrower has no options available other than foreclosure, has 

abandoned the property, or has been unresponsive to servicer outreach.  On the one hand, 

these rules will probably slow foreclosures; on the other, it won’t completely prevent a 

delinquent borrower from relinquishing the collateral. 

• One of the debates that occurs among cryptocurrency supporters is the idea of a closed 

versus open loop system.  If an owner of a cryptocurrency could conduct economic 

activities (e.g., buying groceries, purchasing financial assets, using the currency to settle 

debts) solely among other users, in theory, they could operate completely independently 

of the regulated financial and economic system.  For example, a household could buy 

something without paying sales taxes.  In reality, though, the acceptance of 

cryptocurrencies is not sufficient to allow for a broad closed loop system.1  Therefore, 

holders of cryptocurrencies have to interact with the broader financial and economic 

 
1 In theory, a group of users could create a closed loop for certain activities, such as buying contraband.   

https://www.wsj.com/articles/tight-capacity-on-shipping-lines-brings-record-rates-delays-11625058004?st=rsj8bx848zd6ws6&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/tight-capacity-on-shipping-lines-brings-record-rates-delays-11625058004?st=rsj8bx848zd6ws6&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/ford-to-close-or-curb-output-at-some-plants-because-of-chip-shortage-11625068975?st=0hxafkho8y3xr3e&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/capital-spending-surge-further-lifts-economic-recovery-11624798800?st=r45zka8uw49hywt&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/capital-spending-surge-further-lifts-economic-recovery-11624798800?st=r45zka8uw49hywt&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/us-consumer-watchdog-finalizes-rule-restricting-mortgage-foreclosures-2021-06-28/
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system and they run the risk that their gains may be taken away by numerous means.  

This situation was demonstrated recently when the U.K. cracked down on Binance (BNB, 

USD, 289.12).  Users with GBP accounts found they could not convert their holdings to 

local currency.  In other words, what is often characterized as a “currency” is more like 

an illiquid asset.   

• Closely related to the crypto situation is decentralized finance, or “defi.”  In listening to 

numerous podcasts on this industry, we have been struck by how, in the end, it’s really all 

about regulatory arbitrage.  The tech industry wants to do to finance what it did to taxis 

and hotels.  However, this “move fast and break things” mentality is running up against a 

regulatory wall.  For example, we took note of FINRA’s treatment of Robinhood; 

regulators hit the firm with $70 million in fines for causing “widespread and significant” 

harm to customers.  Society will tolerate disruption in some industries, but finance is 

probably too important for tech to have the same impact as it has had in other areas.  That 

doesn’t mean that new technologies won’t emerge but being able to engage in activities 

without regard for regulation isn’t likely to be tolerated. 

• Higher input costs and rising exports are sending propane prices higher.  High prices in 

the summer aren’t normal.  Usually, prices peak in the winter, when households are using 

the fuel for home heating.2   

• We are monitoring the OPEC meeting.  So far, the lack of a production increase from the 

U.S. is emboldening the cartel to keep prices elevated. 

 

China:  The CPC is gearing up for the 100th anniversary of the founding of the party.  Fake 

souvenirs are proliferating.   

• China is building more than 100 new missile silos in the Western desert.  This 

development suggests China is expanding its nuclear deterrent.  Although this expansion 

does raise alarms, in some respects, a fixed silo is more for show than a danger.  After all, 

a silo can’t be moved and is visible by satellite.  In other words, this looks to us more like 

a signal of deterrence.  We are much more concerned about mobile launchers, such as the 

DF-26 or submarine launched missiles.   

• The U.S. and Taiwan are preparing for new trade and investment talks.  These 

negotiations will not be welcomed by Beijing. 

• In our recent research3 on Taiwan, we noted that Japan would be particularly vulnerable 

if Beijing were to take control of Taiwan.  Japan’s leaders rarely make public statements 

about this problem but Japan’s Deputy Defense Minister Yasuhide Nakayama recently 

suggested that Japan should protect Taiwan “as a democratic country.”  Needless to say, 

the CPC was furious with the description of Taiwan as separate from China.  We also 

note that the U.S. and Japan are conducting military exercises in the South China Sea; 

these exercises are designed to prepare the U.S. and Japanese militaries to respond to 

Chinese military aggression against Taiwan.   

• China remains well behind its Phase I trade agreement commitments.   

 
2 We have seen concerns about higher propane costs for grills; we would note that real grilling involves wood or 
charcoal and using propane is merely using a gas oven outdoors.  It cooks, but falls short of real grilling. 
3 See our WGR series, “The Geopolitics of Taiwan: Parts I (5/3/21), II (5/10/21), and III (5/17/21).” 

https://www.ft.com/content/2d427ed7-f9e4-46cf-a4c4-46429b19df5d?emailId=60dbef7991f6cc00045ea175&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/35c541b7-0387-4297-8319-4fee51f01693
https://www.ft.com/content/35c541b7-0387-4297-8319-4fee51f01693
https://www.ft.com/content/695306d7-e202-4618-a9bc-c3c4b45caafb
https://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/2021-06/robinhood-financial-awc-063021.pdf
https://www.wsj.com/articles/robinhood-agrees-to-pay-70-million-to-settle-regulatory-investigation-11625063765?st=zp5j78uywab6jd5&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/3de60b3b-fa83-466a-b38d-d5cde3680b36?emailId=60dd27ad9efe550004125937&segmentId=38af067e-f67a-09ef-7f9d-cb40b4153a58
https://www.wsj.com/articles/propane-prices-are-cooking-signaling-higher-winter-heating-bills-for-many-11625116423?st=27axjh0q9b5qnwu&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/6b3a7274-8fac-403e-a385-3f8920f5b369?emailId=60d55e99c654470004de1ff4&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/e3c6587d-ea26-4d93-b3c3-4bf248da797c
https://www.ft.com/content/e3c6587d-ea26-4d93-b3c3-4bf248da797c
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/china-nuclear-missile-silos/2021/06/30/0fa8debc-d9c2-11eb-bb9e-70fda8c37057_story.html?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F340db35%2F60dd3cc69d2fda8060f0f3e1%2F596b53f6ae7e8a44e7d597a3%2F31%2F64%2F60dd3cc69d2fda8060f0f3e1
https://missilethreat.csis.org/missile/dong-feng-26-df-26/
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/military/article/3131873/chinas-new-nuclear-submarine-missiles-expand-range-us-analysts?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3131873
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy/article/3139278/covid-19-vaccines-chips-agenda-taiwan-us-resume-trade-talks?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3139278
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-and-taiwan-set-date-to-revive-trade-and-investment-talks-11624626153?st=08f4q84qhwtofsd&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/japan-minister-says-necessary-wake-up-protect-taiwan-2021-06-28/
https://www.ft.com/content/54b0db59-a403-493e-b715-7b63c9c39093
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3139284/chinas-us-trade-deal-commitments-more-30-cent-short-year-date?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3139284
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_5_3_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_5_10_2021.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_5_17_2021.pdf
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• China’s “beige book” quarterly survey indicates increased caution by households and 

businesses.  Households are reporting that they are reducing spending on non-essential 

items and businesses are complaining about tighter credit conditions.  Meanwhile, rising 

corporate spreads are raising concerns about defaults.   

• China’s “wolf warriors” have taken a strongly nationalistic stance in diplomatic 

discussions to the point where it may be undermining Beijing’s ability to gain 

cooperation from other nations.  Complicating matters is that Chinese social media has 

become increasingly nationalistic, meaning that toning down the wolf warrior rhetoric 

raises the risk that the government could face online criticism that is difficult to contain.   

• Although the Fed has been rather sanguine about the introduction of the eCNY, the ECB 

is much more worried.  It is unlikely a digital CNY will woo users to dump dollars, but 

the EUR, which is less used for reserve purposes, might be displaced.  These worries will 

likely push the Europeans to move quickly on a digital EUR.   

• China is aggressively investing in Chinese metal mining which may give it an advantage 

in the electrification of transportation.   

• YouTube (GOOG, USD, 2441.79) has taken down videos from Xinjiang that gave 

testimony to China’s repression.   

 

International roundup:  Mexico moves to legalize marijuana, Venezuelans are coming to the 

U.S./Mexican border, and we are watching North Korea.   

• The Mexican Supreme Court has struck down laws that restricted the use of recreational 

marijuana.  Mexico’s Senate has already passed a law legalizing recreational use.  The 

court decision paves the way for Mexico to potentially become the world’s largest legal 

cannabis market.  We are a bit surprised that the drug cartels haven’t moved to stop 

legalization; we suspect they don’t view marijuana as a lucrative enough market to 

become involved.   

• The presidential vote count in Peru continues to be disputed.  Pedro Castillo has claimed 

victory, but he won by only 44,058 votes.  His opponent, Keiko Fujimori, is refusing to 

concede.   

• A record number of Venezuelans were met at the U.S./Mexican frontier by Border Patrol 

officers.  According to reports, many of these refugees had already escaped Venezuela4 

and were living in other South American nations.  COVID-19 conditions led them to flee 

those nations.  Due to difficult relations between Washington and Caracas, Venezuelan 

refugees tend to receive favorable treatment by immigration courts.   

• It is always difficult to know with certainty what is occurring in North Korea.  It isn’t 

called the “hermit kingdom” for nothing.  We have been watching a number of recent 

developments.  First, it appears that North Korea is facing some level of food scarcity.  

Grain prices outside of Pyongyang are rising.  Kim has ordered rice from military 

inventories to be released; his father tended to protect the military, so this decision 

suggests conditions may be worsening.  Second, we are seeing rather odd behavior in the 

forex markets, which may mean North Korea is about to engineer a devaluation or is 

 
4 We discussed this issue in 2018.  See our WGR series, “The Venezuelan Migration Crisis: Parts I (9/17/18)  and II 
(9/24/18).” 

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/06/28/china-beige-book-sees-creeping-caution-among-consumers-and-businesses.html
https://www.ft.com/content/45ca1df1-5857-413f-8099-ec8b7af44fbe
https://www.thewirechina.com/2021/06/20/chinas-wolfpack/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-wants-howling-diplomats-to-quiet-down-but-nationalism-gets-in-the-way-11624962559?st=t8j3jy2tawtmu2f&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-wants-howling-diplomats-to-quiet-down-but-nationalism-gets-in-the-way-11624962559?st=t8j3jy2tawtmu2f&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.ft.com/content/f5ad70a8-3a77-41a9-b470-e50a7abc6119?emailId=60dbef7991f6cc00045ea175&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/f5ad70a8-3a77-41a9-b470-e50a7abc6119?emailId=60dbef7991f6cc00045ea175&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3139267/china-digital-currency-e-yuan-part-triangle-risks-challenging?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3139267
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3139267/china-digital-currency-e-yuan-part-triangle-risks-challenging?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3139267
https://www.thewirechina.com/2021/06/27/chinas-stake-in-africas-mines/
https://www.reuters.com/technology/exclusive-youtube-takes-down-xinjiang-videos-forces-rights-group-seek-2021-06-25/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/28/mexicos-high-court-strikes-down-laws-that-ban-use-of-recreational-marijuana?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=07f41d2d26-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_06_30_07_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-07f41d2d26-134308033
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/28/mexicos-high-court-strikes-down-laws-that-ban-use-of-recreational-marijuana?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=07f41d2d26-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_06_30_07_28&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-07f41d2d26-134308033
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexico-set-to-become-worlds-largest-legal-cannabis-market-11609263506?st=aldu6t2szzdwk8r&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mexico-set-to-become-worlds-largest-legal-cannabis-market-11609263506?st=aldu6t2szzdwk8r&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.gzeromedia.com/hard-numbers-peruvian-vote-count-ends-israel-hamas-violence-again-china-denies-radiation-leak-eu-blocks-top-banks-bond-sales
https://www.axios.com/venezuelan-migrants-border-rio-grande-c83bbf5e-3471-49cc-9acd-07cdcb6a9b0d.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiospm&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/south-america-is-now-covid-19-hot-spot-witheighttimes-the-worlds-death-rate-11624299176?st=fizcmplrwtffx2m&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/south-america-is-now-covid-19-hot-spot-witheighttimes-the-worlds-death-rate-11624299176?st=fizcmplrwtffx2m&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.38north.org/2021/06/inflation-and-money-confusion-accompanies-kim-jong-uns-tense-food-remarks/
https://www.dailynk.com/english/north-korea-orders-release-military-rice-stores-general-population/
https://www.dailynk.com/english/north-korea-orders-release-military-rice-stores-general-population/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_9_17_2018.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_9_24_2018.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_9_24_2018.pdf
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trying to punish speculators.  Third, Kim has criticized officials who were in charge of 

public health, suggesting it was a “grave incident.”  This may indicate there are 

increasing problems with COVID-19. 

• The German Green Party candidate for chancellor is facing allegations of academic 

plagiarism.  This unwelcome news is coming on the heels of reports that Annalena 

Baerbock padded her resume.  Her party has been sliding in the polls after making a 

surge in early May.  We note that the recent German fiscal budget shows a narrowing of 

the deficit for 2022, which will tend to dampen growth.   

• The U.K. and EU have deferred a ruling on the meat trade; this issue had caused a row 

recently. 

• We continue to monitor the minimum global corporate tax.  Financial services apparently 

have been granted a carve out, and the proposal is increasingly being seen as a win for 

U.S. tech firms.     

 

COVID-19:  The number of reported cases is 182,285,056 with 3,948,970 fatalities.  In the U.S., 

there are 33,666,198 confirmed cases with 604,718 deaths.  For illustration purposes, the FT has 

created an interactive chart that allows one to compare cases across nations using similar scaling 

metrics.  The FT has also issued an economic tracker that looks across countries with high 

frequency data on various factors.  The CDC reports that 381,949,830 doses of the vaccine have 

been distributed with 326,521,526 doses injected.  The number receiving at least one dose is 

180,674,739, while the number receiving second doses, which would grant the highest level of 

immunity, is 154,884,686.  The FT has a page on global vaccine distribution.  

• Bloomberg has created a COVID-19 resilience rating system that rates how well a nation 

is reopening.  The index has three major factors and four components for each factor.  

The U.S., due to high vaccination rates, ranks #1.   

• Meanwhile, overseas the pandemic continues: 

• Indonesia is seeing a surge in cases and rapidly rising oxygen prices.  The 

government is likely to reinstitute lockdowns to curb the spread of infections.   

• Australia has implemented lockdowns in seven cities.   

• Southern Europe was counting on a return of tourists to lift economic growth.  The 

return of the virus is undermining that goal. 

• The Bolsonaro administration in Brazil is being hit with a vaccine scandal as it appears 

his administration overpaid for an Indian vaccine that had not emerged from its clinical 

trials.  Allegations of corruption have emerged.   

• China is using disinformation to undermine the government in Taipei over its 

management of the pandemic.  

• Singapore is preparing for a situation where COVID-19 is endemic; in other words, 

we live with it like other infectious diseases, such as influenza.  The plan mostly rests 

on widespread vaccination.    

 

 

 

 

https://www.ft.com/content/077f567a-dc7f-43e5-abdf-bb0d4ed7c201
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-57661653
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-57661653
https://www.politico.eu/article/german-greens-annalena-baerbock/
https://www.politico.eu/article/german-greens-annalena-baerbock/
https://www.politico.eu/article/german-greens-leader-annalena-baerbock-under-fire-for-resume-inflation/
https://www.politico.eu/europe-poll-of-polls/germany/
https://www.ft.com/content/41cd98b9-1d3e-4528-9a4f-1881bf4e7b4b?emailId=60dd900f9efe550004125f1d&segmentId=d16cd453-7bb5-45ba-728c-35ca5739b9f6
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/30/world/europe/britain-eu-northern-ireland-sausage-protocol.html?smid=url-share
https://www.ft.com/content/f10b3e92-03e9-402b-9462-237f53b4d140?emailId=60dd44519efe5500041259ab&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/f10b3e92-03e9-402b-9462-237f53b4d140?emailId=60dd44519efe5500041259ab&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.politico.eu/article/washington-big-tech-tax-talks-oecd/
https://www.politico.eu/article/washington-big-tech-tax-talks-oecd/
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/07/01/world/covid-19-vaccine-coronavirus-updates
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=swe&areasRegional=usny&areasRegional=usca&areasRegional=usfl&areasRegional=ustx&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=1&values=deaths
https://www.ft.com/content/272354f2-f970-4ae4-a8ae-848c4baf8f4a?emailId=5f2239a816a1ab0004486f8e&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-vaccine-tracker/?areas=gbr&areas=isr&areas=usa&areas=eue&cumulative=1&populationAdjusted=1
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/covid-resilience-ranking/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiospm&stream=top
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-pandemic-to-endemic-singapore-creates-model-for-living-with-covid-19-11625137201?st=zem43jwb4voddt5&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/06/30/world/asia/virus-delta-variant-global.html?smid=url-share
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/6/29/indonesia-on-edge-of-catastrophe-as-covid-lockdown-looms?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=9a4975e0aa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_07_01_05_58&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-9a4975e0aa-134308033
https://www.reuters.com/world/asia-pacific/indonesias-covid-19-situation-nears-catastrophe-red-cross-2021-06-29/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-australia-57661144?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=9a4975e0aa-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_07_01_05_58&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-9a4975e0aa-134308033
https://www.ft.com/content/6cb3692f-3703-4ab9-8e99-d84ea7cc4298?emailId=60dd44519efe5500041259ab&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/6cb3692f-3703-4ab9-8e99-d84ea7cc4298?emailId=60dd44519efe5500041259ab&segmentId=22011ee7-896a-8c4c-22a0-7603348b7f22
https://www.ft.com/content/22539742-304c-4cd2-9b67-598e31e390c5
https://www.ft.com/content/f22f1011-0630-462a-a21e-83bae4523da7
https://www.wsj.com/articles/from-pandemic-to-endemic-singapore-creates-model-for-living-with-covid-19-11625137201?st=uo2zpjek658hmhv&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
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U.S. Economic Releases  
 

Announced job lay-offs have decreased drastically from the prior year.  In June, the challenger 

index fell 88.0% from the prior year. 

 

Initial claims fell to a new pandemic low in the week ending June 26, while continuing claims 

rose slightly from the prior week.  Initial claims came in at 364K, below expectations of 388K.  

The previous report was revised up from 411K to 415K.  Continuing claims came in at 

3.469MM, above estimates of 3.390MM.  The previous month’s report was revised from 

3.340MM to 3.413MM.  
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average of initial jobless claims.  The four-week 

average fell 6K from 398.75K to 392.75K.  
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average for continuing claims by region.  
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The table below lists the domestic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 
 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Langer Consumer Comfort w/w 27-Jun 56.9 **

9:45 Markit US Manufacturing PMI m/m Jun 62.6 62.6 **

10:00 Construction Spending m/m May 0.2% 0.4% **

10:00 ISM Manufacturing m/m Jun 61.2 60.9 **

10:00 ISM Prices Paid m/m Jun 88.0 87.0 **

10:00 ISM New Orders m/m Jun 67.0 65.0 **

10:00 ISM Employment m/m Jun 50.9 ***

Wards Total Vehicle Sales m/m Jun 16.99m 16.50m **

EST Speaker or event

14:00 Raphael Bostic Takes Part in Habitat for Humanity Panel President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta

District or position

Economic Releases

Fed Speakers or Events

 

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
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Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

China Caixin China PMI Mfg m/m Jun 51.3 52.0 51.9 *** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Japan Tankan Large Mfg Index q/q 2Q 14 5 16 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Tankan Large Non-Mfg Index q/q 2Q 1 -1.0 3.0 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Tankan Large Mfg Outlook q/q 2Q 13 4 18 * Equity and bond neutral

Tankan Large Non-Mfg Outlook q/q 2Q 3 -1 8 *** Equity and bond neutral

Tankan Large All Industry Capex q/q 2Q 9.6% 3.0% 7.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

Vehicle Sales y/y Jun 9.2% 30.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand CoreLogic House Prices y/y Jun 22.8% 20.5% ** Equity and bond neutral

Building Permits m/m May -2.8% 4.8% * Equity and bond neutral

Australia Markit Australia PMI Mfg m/m Jun 58.6 58.4 ** Equity and bond neutral

CoreLogic House Px m/m Jun 1.9% 2.3% ** Equity and bond neutral

Job vacancies m/m May 23.4% 13.7% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Trade Balance m/m May A$9681m A$8028m A$10500m ** Equity and bond neutral

Commodity Index SDR YoY y/y Jun 49.1% 39.7% * Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone Markit Eurozone Manufacturing PMI m/m Jun 63.4 63.1 63.1 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Unemployment Rate m/m May 7.9% 8.0% 8.0% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

France Markit France Manufacturing PMI m/m Jun 59.0 58.6 58.6 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Germany Retail Sales m/m May 4.2% -5.5% 4.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

Markit/BME Germany Manufacturing PMI m/m Jun 65.1 64.9 64.9 ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Italy Markit Italy Manufacturing PMI m/m Jun 62.2 62.3 62.2 ** Equity and bond neutral

Unemployment Rate m/m May 10.5% 10.7% 10.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

Deficit to GDP YTD q/q 1Q 13.1% 9.5% *** Equity and bond neutral

UK Markit UK PMI Manufacturing SA m/m Jun 63.9 64.2 64.2 ** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland CPI y/y Jun 0.6% 0.6% 0.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

CPI EU Harmonized y/y Jun 0.5% 0.3% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

CPI Core y/y Jun 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% *** Equity and bond neutral

Retail Sales Real y/y May 2.8% 35.7% *** Equity and bond neutral

PMI Manufacturing m/m Jun 66.7 69.9 69.3 ** Equity and bond neutral

Russia Markit Russia PMI Mfg m/m Jun 49.2 51.9 51.7 ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

AMERICAS

Brazil National Unemployment Rate m/m Apr 14.7% 14.7% 14.7% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Primary Budget Balance m/m May -15.5b 24.3b -18.5b ** Equity and bond neutral

Nominal Budget Balance m/m May -37.4b 30.0b -34.3b ** Equity and bond neutral

Net Debt % GDP m/m May 59.7% 60.5% 60.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

Canada GDP m/m Apr -0.3% 1.1% -0.8% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Industrial Product Price m/m May 2.7% 1.6% 3.1% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Raw Materials Price Index m/m May 3.2% 1.0% 2.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Mexico Net Outstanding Loans m/m May 4589b 4593b ** Equity and bond neutral

Budget Balance YTD m/m May -112.7b -109.7b ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 14 15 -1 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 4 4 0 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 11 10 1 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 9 9 0 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 1.48 1.47 0.01 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -54 -54 0 Neutral

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 5 5 0 Down

Currencies Direction

dollar Up Down

euro Flat Up

yen Down Up

pound Up Up

franc Down Up  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $75.31 $74.62 0.92%

WTI $74.17 $73.47 0.95%  

Natural Gas $3.73 $3.65 2.16%  

Crack Spread $19.19 $19.16 0.15%

12-mo strip crack $19.19 $18.98 1.10%

Ethanol rack $2.60 $2.57 1.18%

Gold $1,775.22 $1,770.11 0.29%

Silver $26.23 $26.13 0.40%

Copper contract $430.00 $428.90 0.26%

Corn contract $596.50 $588.50 1.36%

Wheat contract $673.00 $679.50 -0.96%

Soybeans contract $1,397.50 $1,399.00 -0.11%

Baltic Dry Freight 3383 3418 -35

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -6.7 -4.0 -2.7

Gasoline (mb) 1.5 -0.7 2.2

Distillates (mb) -0.9 1.0 -1.9

Refinery run rates (%) 0.70% 0.40% 0.30%

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 day and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures for 

most of the country, with cooler temperatures in Texas, the Mississippi Valley, and the South.  

The forecast calls for wet conditions from the Southwest through the Mississippi Valley and up 

the East Coast, with dry conditions in the Pacific Northwest and the Northern Great Plains.  

Meanwhile, Tropical Storm Elsa is currently located off the coast of South America. 
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 6/30/2021 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 6/30/2021 close) 
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Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

July 1, 2021 
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Based on our methodology,5 the current P/E is 24.8x, unchanged from last week.   

 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
5 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q3 and Q4) and two estimates (Q1 and Q2). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


